
Aircall SEM Keyword ROAS 
 
 

Google Ads is the largest paid acquisition channel we leverage on Aircall’s North American (NA) marketing team. Before 
2020, the NA Google Ads account generated a positive ROAS, but it was mostly due to ads triggered by branded 
terms, such as “Aircall reviews” and “Aircall pricing.” By researching and testing the effectiveness of brand conversions 
on our overall pipeline, we were able to determine that we could significantly reduce our spend on branded ads while 
maintaining the same amount of overall leads through organic search performance. 
 
This discovery enabled us to dedicate a larger portion of our Google Ads budget to non-brand ads triggered by 
keywords that do not contain our brand name. To ensure we are targeting the most relevant keywords for our business, 
I set up a Google Sheets workbook that automates keyword spend and revenue reports through Google Ads and 
Salesforce add-ons, resulting in 65,000 cells of data. This data is then aggregated by complicated SUMIFS, COUNTIFS, 
and DGET formulas that I wrote. Once per week, I pulled a list of keywords that generated sales qualified opportunities 
(SQOs) with a positive ROAS. I then delivered these keywords to the PPC agency handling our Google Ads account, 
with the goal of raising our bids and optimizing our ads for these specific keywords. This strategy also revealed 
expansion opportunities to build out new keyword groups and dedicated landing pages. Subsequently each week, I 
generated a list of keywords and ad groups to pause that spent above our preferred customer acquisition cost (CAC). 
 

 
Above are the top 20 SEM keywords of 2020, for Aircall so far. The actual keywords, spend, 

and lifetime value (LTV) have been partially blurred out to protect their data, but the ROAS per $1 
spent is reported accurately in the last column. 

 
In the first 8 months of 2020, this strategy led to 54 non-brand keywords being associated with Closed Won sales 
opportunities. Of these 54 keywords, the average ROAS per $1 spent—calculated by multiplying keyword revenue by 
Aircall’s average customer lifetime, then dividing LTV by spend—was $7.86 for this set of keywords. 

 


